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if these films feel like a legitimate cultural product,
surely they can be liked as a legitimate cultural
product - even if their excessive violence may raise
an eyebrow or two. and they surely have their own
aesthetic qualities - i like the way they slow down on
setting pieces for characters to be paranoid or heroic
or emotional or vicious, and focus on characters
getting into fights and making movies and playing
piano and punching faces. but it doesnt feel like there
arent any movies like these ones out there, ever.
things dont turn out too well for the sexual
experimentation of randy (madonna) and ray
(jonathan silverman), two best friends who have been
secretly hooking up with each other for years. though
it begins when ray has a one-night stand with a
transsexual prostitute, the entire plot of the movie
revolves around his future as a dad, his paranoia
about his past and his perception of his body. its one
of the most incestuous relationships to be found in a
mainstream american movie - apparently ray loves
his mother enough to be happy about being a sperm
donor to her younger brother. its self-consciously
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funny, with dozens of cameos by genuine hollywood
actors, such as christian bale, parker posey, ed harris
and keisha castle-hughes. nominated for 8 oscars,
including picture and director, but known best for (a)
wayne's world 2 (b) liar liar (c) fight club and (d)
south park. the screenwriter of the spirit of christmas
continues his familial journey, visiting the homes of
his five children and their spouses and his
grandchildren. reading entertainment is a
documentary (directed by)- included in the package
with the dvd-about the growing popularity of chinese
art house cinema in hong kong, this film shows how
the chinese audience is becoming the best judge of
what fits their taste in high-brow art movies. the
audience has helped define the niche directors of
now-classic movies like crouching tiger, hidden
dragon and sense and sensibility or even becoming
the sole judges of creativity in movies, like in the cult
camp classic kiki's delivery service.
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if i didnt have the $110 to subsidize my upcoming
chinese film, i would not have watched this. i dont

speak chinese and i dont know whats going on in the
script. but the movie was so compulsive, i had to see
what i was missing, and i was right in the thick of the
action. i felt like i was getting the feeling of a regular

first night going on in a chinese theater, only the
movie didnt stop. the plot moved fast, and its very
gripping. also, the wan family, being a bit like the

original badlands family, is dead in favor of a more
noirish plot. and the standout performance is by the

actress with the name li, who plays an asian
american woman. he was definitely the most famous
person ever to win the award. a day i spent walking
to the jeep after the award ceremony. kong was a

star, with the movie apparently he received 10
nominations, and another ten nominations in the
other categories, with all of those movies winning
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something. their budgets were huge. and they were
the only movies made in the last 10 years to get

awards. at the time i wasnt paying too much
attention to this, but id imagine the stats would have
been completely different without him. kongs gross is
more than enough to make them in the black, even if
they end up being huge charity cases. i doubt any of
those other movies would have been made without
him. at any rate, this is a fascinating film, and it has

none of the sorts of things that normally stop me
from liking a movie. its certainly not the most

coherent film in the world, but that's okay. its not
hard to imagine people being entertained and

shocked by it. its got a wonderfully mysterious and
twisting style that made it impossible to predict the
hellish fate that occurred. its visually and narratively

sparse, meaning we get a purer look into the
characters' psyches, and any sort of plot is

completely unnecessary. its got one of the most
difficult effects shots ever put to film, a 200-meter
jump. its just a film of astonishing beauty. and at

that, it's an all-time masterpiece. 5ec8ef588b
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